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It seems hard to believe that it was only a few weeks ago that we were being buried under huge
snowdrifts. Is it simply a case of time flies when you’re having fun? Now we are at the other end of
the month but temperatures remain disappointingly low, with Spring reluctant to get going. But it no
doubt will, it always does and our Bumblebee surveys should get up and running this month –
welcome to all the new surveyors! In fact, welcome to all new volunteers. I hope you enjoy getting
stuck in and have fun. If you haven’t already, do take a look at the ELCV website. It continues to be
updated and tinkered with, so worth checking on from time to time. It also has a feed to the facebook
page so for those unwilling to join the fb bandwagon, this is a way you can keep an eye on what has
been posted. Please contribute to any of our ‘media’ (online or in BBF), the more people contributing
the more interesting and varied the content. Thank you to everyone who already has/does. Have a
good Easter weekend, and enjoy any sun that happens to shine!

Conservation Volunteer tasks scheduled this month:
New faces always welcome! If you would like to join in with a group for the first time, please get in
touch with the relevant ranger to confirm details. Also see: www.elcv.org.uk/dates/
Thurs 5th April: Yellowcraig Dave; dwild@eastlothian.gov.uk
Wed 4th & Sun 22th April Aberlady John; jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
Thurs 19th April Path Warden team task dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
Tues 10th April North Berwick Sam; sranscombe@eastlothian.gov.uk
Tues 24th April Levenhall Nick; naitken1@eastlothian.gov.uk
Weds 25th April Dunbar CVs Tara/Laura; dcv@eastlothian.gov.uk

OTHER EVENTS
Beach BBQ Sat 12th May 11am - 3 pm at Yellowcraig. Eating and playing. BYO food & drink.
Volunteers wishing to go to the Nature Study Group event first, will have time to do both!
Amisfield Paddock Wildlife Recording. 1pm Wednesday 18th April. Focus: bumblebees and
amphibians. (see in this issue for more details)

ELCV website is live
If you aren’t already aware, East Lothian Countryside Volunteers now has a fantastic website. Many
thanks to Dave Q who has put it together. Some parts are still works in progress, but comments on
the good bits and the not so good bits are always welcome. Hopefully it will be a useful source of
information for all volunteers and it is certainly a showcase for just how much we collectively
contribute to maintaining and enhancing the countryside of East Lothian.

www.elcv.org.uk
Please send in ideas, feedback or content for the next ‘Best boot forward’ to
kbaird@elothianmail.net
Apologies for any omissions, inaccuracies and typos.

Volunteer activity

The Beast from the East put paid to some of the scheduled volunteer events early in
the month, though that didn’t mean that feet were put up! Many volunteers were able
to help with snow clearing duties both in their own communities and alongside the
Countryside Team across East Lothian. Guess who made the snow ‘creature’?!
Litter picking

Some of the paths
regularly checked by
Path Wardens
Snow digging

More Litter picking

Creating butterfly habitat at Levenhall

Den deconstruction

Pony checking

STRUMMING THOSE STRIMMERS!
An introduction to the use of strimmers and brush cutters
Words by Derek Jackson
A friendly group of five volunteers turned up at Amisfield
Walled Garden on 13th March, pleased that the snow had
gone. Duncan did a great job of instruction, taking time and
being clear about what to pay attention to.
The course was highly experiential with plenty of opportunity
for learning by doing, from assembling the safety equipment
to starting the petrol strimmers and of course on using the
strimmers themselves. I think everyone was amazed at the
difference between the petrol strimmers noise and weight
versus the brush cutter which being battery operated was
Proof, x5, that strimming can be fun!
much quieter and lighter.
Although there was not a lot of fresh growth of grass at this time of year the field we used for practice
had plenty left from last year. Overall I came away from the session with a much clearer understanding of
the different uses of both machines, a better idea of where each would be useful on the paths that I
volunteer on, and the confidence to make a useful contribution to maintaining the paths.
Looking forward to the warmth of summer and using my new skill.

Creating a new path down from Blackmains toll
A Path Warden team task 15th March 2018
From a report by Andrew Stevenson

The job was in two parts. The first part being clearing a shelterbelt of litter, overhanging
branches, stumps and with a brush cutter, to cut out a section of path. The second part of this
task was to pick up the litter on the new roadside section of path and to cut back a section of ivy
further up the path towards Blackmains Toll. The Volunteer Path wardens covering the task in
this area have created a safer way for walkers and other users to go to Haddington from
Blackmains Toll and back rather than walking on the road or on the grass verge.

This Brown Hare has taken up
residence in Abbie’s garden.
She reports: “It visits in the
morning for a spot of
herbaceous breakfast, and
then in the afternoon for
basking in the safety of the
back garden. I don’t know if
it’s a male or female, but it has
truly magnificent whiskers.”
Could it be an East Lothian
Easter Bunny?! And where
indeed does the idea of an
Easter bunny come from?
Read on…
©Abbie

The Easter Hare

As with all good folklore, there are a few good stories explaining where the Easter Bunny originated.
One idea is that the symbol of the rabbit stems from pagan tradition, specifically the festival of Eostre.
Rabbits, well known for their reproductive prowress, have traditionally symbolized fertility and Eostre
was a goddess of fertility whose animal symbol was a rabbit. Spring (and Easter) is a time of ‘new life’.
It may be that the origins of a Easter bunny first arrived in America in the 1700s with German
immigrants who settled in Pennsylvania. They brought their tradition of an egg-laying hare called
“Osterhase” or “Oschter Haws” and their children made little nests for this creature to lay its coloured
eggs. Eventually, the custom spread across the U.S. and the fabled bunny’s Easter morning deliveries
expanded to include chocolate and other gifts. As with many things the ‘tradition’ seems to have
bunny jumped back across the Atlantic…
Hares may look superficially like rabbits, but they
have quite different habits and behaviours. Rabbits
retreat underground to their warrens during the day,
and it is in these underground labyrinths that the
young are born and weaned. Hares on the other hand
have an entirely above ground existence, resting up in
shallow scrapes in the ground known as forms. Baby
hares (leverets) are left in these forms for much of
the day whilst the parents spend time foraging and
resting elsewhere. If you come across one seemingly
abandoned please leave it alone! It is unlikely to
survive if ‘rescued’ and its parent won’t be far away.
If you are a dog owner, take extra care if you exercise
your dog in fields at this time of year. Many dogs find
chasing a bolting hare hard to resist.

Meet the Ponies!
This month we have a bit of a pony Who’s Who. First up, North Berwick and this lovely
cartoon painted by Sarah Brunt, a friend of Sylvia’s depicting the ponies of North
Berwick Law. Sylvia has summed up their characters. Next time you are on the Law, can
you work out who’s who? Visit https://www.facebook.com/northberwickponies/ for
much more information about the herd and some fantastic photos.

© Sarah Brunt

North Berwick Law Ponies
Rebel, the pony on the left, has a habit of reversing into the others, especially Artemis, giving them
a backward kick.

Artemis, who often sports a variety of wild hairstyles, is beside Rebel who is giving him a sneaky
kick.
After a snooze, the ponies seem to feel energized and sometimes start play-fighting and chasing
each other but Morse will usually stand back and watch them rather than join in with their antics.
Big boy Fir, the oldest pony and leader of the herd, is in the middle. He keeps his eye on the others
and is often the only pony standing keeping watch at snooze time while the others sit or lay down.
Sherlock is a bit of a ladies' man with his sweetheart nose and long flirty eyelashes.
Oberon is being his cheeky self, poking his tongue out and pulling a funny face.
Gadget, the wee radge, (Gadge the radge) always looks full of mischief with a messy forelock often
tangled with teasels or gorse.
A robin is often close to the ponies' feet, probably hoping they will hoof up some worms and when
snow was on the ground Fir had a robin sitting on his back.... he's on Gadget's back in the cartoon.

The Thirteen Pony Kings of Traprain
With almost twice as many ponies on Traprain than North Berwick Law, getting to know who’s who
is somewhat trickier (at least for an equine novice such as me!). This month meet Whistler and read
one of Liz’s (true) stories about him. For lots more fascinating information about this herd, visit
http://www.traprainponiesofexmoor.com/
Whistler's original (passport) name is Pegasus - a name that well suits him! However, when he first
arrived at Traprain he was called Midnight and as Liz got to know him better she started calling him
Whistler... he is a pony of many talents, with great and deep insight.
“My name is Whistler and Liz reckons I'm the wisest friend she has ever known! With my herd I spend
many hours in deep contemplation grazing so close to Mother Earth's Heartbeat - how can a pony not
be content with the Freedom that our friends of MMT (Moorland Mousie Trust) and East Lothian
Countryside Ranger Service have created for us - and in turn we see the benefits my herd is creating
for Traprain - perfect harmony!”

Whistler and the Nettles: A True Story
It was Autumn on Traprain and some of the
butterflies and other insects were waving a
seasonal farewell to Traprain. I'd found a lot of
ragwort thickly entwined in a large stinging
nettle bed so decided to start clearing it,
knowing the area was a favourite site for the
ponies.
Whistler and his herd were quite close by and Whistler had been
watching me while I worked away clearing the ragwort. When I
eventually finished clearing it Whistler came and stood right in front
of me. Then he pulled up a whole plant, root as well - and held it in
his mouth so it lay across his mouth - and he started eating it. Oh yum
yum! It was hilarious to see because his jaw and eyes rotated
simultaneously with each chew. Until then I had not realised ponies
even ate nettles...
But Whistler was really teaching me something here.... Until I had
cleared the ragwort from that large nettle bed neither Whistler nor
his mates would entertain the idea of grazing the nettles.... They knew
the poisonous plant was there - so they had need to avoid it
altogether. As soon as I cleared it - Whistler - followed by the rest of
the herd later - started grazing it. Whistler taught me that if we want
the ponies to graze really effectively in turn we need to do our bit by
giving them a clean area in which to graze.... Yes, the ponies are true
professionals at avoiding ragwort - but if a ragwort plant becomes
broken or entwined in nettles, cleavers, very long grasses etc there is
a high risk of them no longer recognising the plant..... If an area is high
in ragwort in turn we can expect that area not to be grazed
effectively..... Whistler proved this at the nettle bed.

Recording wildlife in Amisfield Horse Paddock (nothing to do with horses)
There is an area of rough grassland, previously known as “The Horse Paddock”, on the eastern
edge of Haddington between Amisfield Walled Garden and the golf course. Last May Duncan
led a dawn chorus walk there and we were treated to chirring Grasshopper Warblers and Sedge
Warblers. The Volly Jolly in September saw us skipping through the tussocks recording bugs and
plants and having fun.
It is about 10ha of tussocky grassland, scrub, a bit of water, bordered in part by a mixed
woodland strip. Owned by the council but leased by the golf course it is going to be an area
that we will be turning our attentions to this year and hopefully beyond. The plan is to hold
regular training sessions both in practical management skills (e.g. grassland management, pond
creation, path work) and biological survey techniques (from bugs to birds, maybe even a bit of
botany thrown in for good measure). In the process of all of this we might even start to improve
the habitat for wildlife and people.
The first session is planned for Wednesday 18th April 1pm when we will explore the site: our
focus will be bumblebees - surely there will be some out by then! - and it should be an
opportunity for new (and old-hand) bumblebee surveyors to get their eyes in. We will also
have a poke in the watery areas for signs of amphibians, and anything else that takes our fancy.
After that we will meet once or twice a month, times and dates to be arranged depending on
interest and availability of volunteers.
If you would like to join us on Weds 18th, email kbaird@elothianmail.net to let me know. If you
are interested in being involved, but can’t make this date, also let me know so we can organise
future dates accordingly.
Laughter at first light,
listening for birds

Fun in the sun, looking
for bugs

One of our volunteers, Mary-Clare, has an exciting bumblebee project underway! The aim
is to improve the look of some empty space around the door of Spott Parish Church by
planting bee friendly flowers. This will make a beautiful-looking area for people to enjoy
and hopefully be a magnet for local bumblebees (and other pollinators).
Spott community will be involved in planting up the space later this month and then have
the opportunity to help with monthly surveys of the bees that visit it. This is a wonderful
opportunity to share and enjoy bee, bug and biodiversity knowledge, which will hopefully
lead to more wildflower planting in the village.
If anybody would like to be involved, email maryclare.jenkins@btinternet.com

Get to know your bumbles
There have already been one or two brave bumblebees spotted buzzing around East Lothian, and it
won’t be long before they all emerge from hibernation. Now is the easiest time to get started with
bumblebee ID as the season starts with just queens. Large and not too speedy they are perfect for
beginners. Sit in the sun by a promising patch of flowers and see what turns up! In a few weeks the
first workers of some species will appear, these are smaller, faster and don’t necessarily have the
same markings as the queens. Later in the summer males appear on the scene, confusing things
further. But by then we will have got our eyes in… or found something else to concentrate on.
Below are four species that should be out and about soon. There are a few more species that are
likely to be encountered which have white tails, but not enough space here! However, more details
can be found online, e.g.: www.bloomsforbees.co.uk/id-guide/

Red-tailed bbee (has
a red tail otherwise
all black)

Buff-tailed bbee (has
a buff tail, and some
yellow stripes)

Early bbee (has an
orange tail and some
yellow stripes)

Common Carder
bbee (orangey all
over)

Some things to do
North Berwick Community Beach Clean
All volunteers are welcome to the next North Berwick community beach clean on Saturday 7th April
10.30am-12 noon. We will meet by the East beach paddling pool and all equipment will be provided. Just
turn up and join in! To tempt you further, all those taking part will have free access to the Scottish Seabird
Centre Discovery Centre that day and also the bakery Greggs will be providing some free treats!

Ranger-led Activities and Hikes
This year the Ranger service are offering a series of events exclusively for
adults. visit www.eastlothian.gov.uk/rangerevents for details and to book.
• Mindfulness in Nature Sunday 22nd April 13:30 – 16:00 Humbie.
Introduction to experiencing nature through meditation skills.
• Esk and Tyne Valleys Hike Sunday 29th April 10am.
A circular 10 mile walk from Inveresk to Ormiston

BLUE skies!! Laura leading a hike to
the top of the Laws.

**TWIC Spring Conference 2018**
The Wildlife Information Centre’s spring conference is Sat 28 Apr 10am-4:30pm at Sauchie Hall, Alloa.

The theme is Onwards and Upwards: Biological recording & conservation in the uplands.
The conference is FREE, includes a buffet lunch and is fantastic way to hear about wildlife projects in our
region, meet others and get involved. Full details will be available soon, meanwhile save the date!

Moths in the Garden
This monthly event in Haddington is back for 2018 and will happen every first Sunday of the month
(weather willing). See the moths caught in the garden overnight before releasing them back to the wild.
WHERE: St. Mary’s Pleasance, Haddington
WHEN: Sunday 1st April 10am (you’d be a fool to miss it!)

The Last Page
This month the Countryside Team say goodbye to Jennifer Lothian, one of the Access Officers, as she starts
a new job. She has asked for the following to be passed on to volunteers:
Dear Path Wardens and Countryside Volunteers
I wish to let you know that I am moving to another post within East
Lothian Council: the post of Sustainable Energy and Climate Change
Officer. I start my new job on Monday 16th April, however, due to the
Easter holiday, my last day in the office as an Outdoor Access Officer will
be the morning of Thursday 29th March.
Duncan will still be the first point of contact for you, for matters to do with
the core path network.
It has been great to meet you all and to work with you over the years, and
seeing the Path Wardens and Countryside Volunteers develop into the well
respected groups they are today. Thank you for all your hard work and
dedication on the core path network over the years.
I’m excited about my new post and the new challenge, helping to tackle
the effects of climate change, which to me is the great challenge of our
time. I will still be working closely with local communities, with a focus on
reducing inequalities, and it is likely I will still be involved with active &
sustainable travel and green networks. I hope that our paths may cross in
my new post.

Wordsearch by Thomas Bower

Where in EL?

Can you find these moths? Bonus points if you can
identify which one is in the photo!

Last month’s answers

OLD LADY
LOBSTER MOTH
HEART AND DART
BUFF TIP
LIME HAWK MOTH
COMMON WAINSCOT
GREY DAGGER
EMPEROR MOTH
THE MAGPIE
PUSS MOTH
THE MILLER

The boating pond at
Levenhall and dilapidated hut
at Hopes Reservoir

